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Children Rights and their Protection During 

Armed Conflicts 
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  ABSTRACT 
“Every gun that is made, every warship launched, every rocket fired signifies in the final 

sense, a theft from those who hunger and are not fed, those who are cold and are not 

clothed. This world in arms is not spending money alone. It is spending the sweat of its 

laborers, the genius of its scientists, the hopes of its children. This is not a way of life at 

all in any true sense. Under the clouds of war, it is humanity hanging on a cross of iron.” 

 ― Dwight D. Eisenhower. 

The nature of contemporary warfare and modern techniques of attacking out the civilians 

and the government by the armed rebel groups or another non- governmental 

organizations have used children times and through, children to be their silent and the 

most proficient tools for striking out a deal. They are frequently made the victims of the 

indiscriminate attacks and are subjected to sexual violence. The International 

Organizations have been taking part, as part of the wider international community issue 

to confront this issue.  

Standard procedures for monitoring and reporting procedure of six grave violations of 

the norms set by the international organizations and other bodies have been working to 

eliminate the abuse and the actions taken upon the children thus, making their rights the 

prime importance for any stepping stone of such organizations.  

In this study it has been concluded that the international organizations through its various 

data analysis and framed up policies have always made its core to benefit the children 

their well being with their overall growth and development whether it be physical, mental 

or psychological framework. 

The study has been framed up to impart the global outlook and international bodies their 

working and their data’s to safeguard such rights and protecting the children at all levels. 

Keywords: International Organizations, International Committee of the Red Cross, 

International Humanitarian Law, United Nations, Armed Conflicts, Children. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
What in obvious sense is an equipped clash? The International Humanitarian Law expresses 

 
1 Author is a student at Law College Dehradun, Uttaranchal University, India. 
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the outfitted struggles as "jus ad bellum" or "jus in bello"2 which essentially conceptualize the 

two bases of equipped contentions. The dualist approach has accepted its base from the between 

war period where jus promotion bellum states for the advocating grounds which implies the 

guidelines and partings for driving for nations from abandoning harmony to outfitted 

contentions; while, jus ad bello states for the lead of the antagonistic countries, the nonpartisan 

countries and the direct and maintaining of the people occupied with furnished struggles in 

connection with one another and another. Surely making it fundamental with the changing 

measurements among countries in regards to the intercessions, harmony makings and the 

contentions that it eventually gets important to present it as the three- sided origination of 

outfitted clash that would identify with the idea of equity after the conflict for example jus post 

bellum3 which presently has a long philosophical and lawful history. 

II. DEVELOPMENT OF IHL ACROSS TIMELINE 

During this period of fast innovative headway and broad turn of events, it is fundamental for 

the international laws to keep the nations inside such ambits that neither of the one overwhelms 

the privileges of the other country. Particularly, in the emotional and radical conditions, for 

example, of war, it consequently, gets fundamental for different global associations to keep an 

administrative check upon all countries and fulfill the philanthropic grounds regardless of 

whether war or furnished struggles conditions emerge out.4 As per the International Law and 

according to the rules and standards made under the International Humanitarian Law nations 

must understand that each circumstance and each act has a limit regardless of whether it's 

anything but a circumstance as furnished struggles. Limitation points frequently are set by 

taking a look at the past circumstances and conditions while remembering the future and its 

suggestionson the impending group of people yet to come of countries as these laws will control 

the activities and will likewise give conceivable insurance to the people influenced by the 

armed conflicts. In this manner, bringing it into two wide classes of equipped contentions that 

is endorsed by the International Humanitarian Law, which are:  

- International Armed Conflicts of at least two states required along,  

- Non-International Armed Conflicts, between the administrative powers and the non - 

legislative furnished gatherings and powers or between such groups only. 

 

 
2Carsten Stahn, “ ‘jus ad bellum’, ’jus in bello’,..’jus post bellum’?-Rethinking the Conception of the law of 

Armed Force”, Vol. 17, Issue 5, P.921-943(2006). 
3ibid. 
4Gertrude C. Celimo, “Defining Armed Conflict in International Humanitarian Law”, Vol.3, INQ J 1/1(2011). 
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The International Humanitarian Law Treaty likewise sets up the differentiations between such 

gatherings keeping in speech the normal Article 3 of Geneva Conventions, 1949 and non-

international armed conflicts falling inside the definition gave in Article 1 of Additional 

Protocol II.5 There exists no other sort of armed conflicts in the lawful setting. 

III. ARMED CONFLICTS AND ITS IMPACT UPON THE MANKIND 

Since the development of humanity and civic establishments up till present occasions, the flare-

up of any kind of equipped struggles has just carried stunning outcomes to the humankind and 

the enduring it prompts the ages happening to the countries is simply unlikely. The sufferings, 

the annihilation to the soldiers and to the regular folks are shocking and awful. The horrendous 

experience and scars of such equipped struggle injuring out a few ages to accompany the 

misfortune, hardship endured and the viciousness endured can't be legitimized through any 

methods. Families have been moved and destroyed as the result of such outfitted contentions 

and left the families with no desire for having it all totally, leaving it in demolishing condition 

for the ladies and kids and old guardians. While for some the furnished struggles and war may 

have been for the courageous accounts of freedoms and victory raising a transformation for the 

country not so much as a solitary individual would have been gotten away out from the quakes 

it abandons. For any outfitted struggle is as solely human it is likewise innately insensitive 

demonstration. It was this developing distress and franticness of the survivors of such equipped 

contentions and wars that lead to the foundation of the International Humanitarian Law (IHL), 

a body and association that is considered through laws for the front lines remembering the 

skirmishes of over a wide span of time exploring through the future situations. Today, the 

Geneva Conventions are the most broadly endorsed authorize on this planet. 

IV. FUNCTIONING OF THE ARMED GROUPS 

With the dimension of modern conflict drastically changed over the past years it now largely 

involves new actors such as private military companies, multinational corporations and 

transnational armed groups Lashkar–e-Taiba, al –Qaeda etc. The wars or conflicts with the 

identifiable armed groups have always met the attention of the public and the scholars 

consequently leading to huge debate session and opinions. Yet the reality remains the samethat 

the victims of such wars or conflicts which either are divided in two categories i.e. internal or 

international are huge, the impact such conflicts leads onto the mind of the civilian are in 

overwhelmingly huge numbers. The International armed conflicts are majorly between the 

 
5ICRC (2008), How is the term armed conflict defined in International Law. 
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states and the armed groups or armed group associated with another state (the United States 

and the al Qaeda or ISIS) or can also be seen as states like (Afganistan and Taliban). The 

Internal Armed Conflict whereas, states the conflicts that takes place within the boundaries or 

territory of a nation with the anti- governmental rebel armed groups where too the civilians 

face the aggressive outcomes  (like the conflict in Sri Lanka, Congo, Sudan etc.) 

V. THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS: 

With the expanding clashes inside the states and the radical gatherings lately, its survivors also 

have been quickly expanding since 2000's. In an information the youngster casualties of such 

outfitted contentions adjusted to be about 69% of the populace which makes upto 1.6 billion 

of the all out populace all throughout the planet was under the influenced and under attack 

region.6 The rising information of the casualties of such contentions have been on radical ascent 

in the midst of times and present, with an expansion of 2% among different influenced nations 

Africa had 179 million youngsters influenced in 2019 and the chart positively have been rising 

making the Middle East the worsely influenced zone. As indicated by the reports of UN and 

Center for International Earth Science Information Network more than one in each six kids are 

believed to be living in the contention zone7. As per the topographical reports of UCDP GED 

in excess of 71 million were in the age gathering of 0-5 years living in regions or nations that 

have seen struggle as long as their lifetime were living in a space of not in excess of 50 kms 

from the genuine crushed scene due to which even in the wake of getting isolated from such 

furnished gatherings or rough zones the engravings gets so dull on their brains that it gets 

intense for them to recapture the quiet life among their families and networks.8 The physical, 

mental and social effect of such occurrences will frequent them for quite a while or even at 

times for their lifetime.  

Despite the fact that, the information's have improved, the working and shows made by the 

International Humanitarian Law have improved the locales conditions it's anything but a 

judicious inquiry regarding how youngsters are profoundly affected by such contentions in 

methods of: killing, injuring, kid trooper enlistment, sexual misuse, chronic weakness 

conditions and refusal of helpful access, utilizing them as self -destruction aircraft, spies et 

cetera. The effectively access of little and light arms everywhere is working with the action of 

utilizing them by transforming them into agitators and contenders.Children become the most 

avid victims of such conflicts during, through or after such conflicts due to bombings, fighting, 

 
6Gudrun Ostby, Siri As Rustad et.al., “Children Affected by Armed Conflict, 1990-2019”,Oslo:PRIO(2020). 
7Therese Petterson, Peter Wallensteen et.al., “Armed Conflicts, 1946-2014”,Vol.52(4), JPR 537-539(2015). 
8 Id. 
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deprivation being a part of the civilian causalities’ some are recruited while some are abducted 

by force to escape poverty, abuse and discrimination and thus kept as a pawn for the occurance 

of suchbarbaric acts thus being used as fighters, porters, cooks, messengers etc. They are 

displaced from their roots and families for their usage gas child soldiers, young girls are used 

as entertainers and later becoming the victims of rape and abuse for the attacking troops. 

According to the reports of United Nations, 7,747 children in the year 2019 were used and were 

recruited as such workers among such regions. 

VI. COUNTRIES AFFECTED WITH ARMED CONFLICTS: 

There are countries in Middle East and North America with active armed conflicts: Egypt (sub 

national armed conflict, high- intensity war), Libya (internationalized civil war), Iraq 

(internationalized civil war), Israel (extra state armed conflict), Turkey (extra state and sub 

national armed conflict), Yemen (internationalized civil war), Syria (high- intensity 

internationalized civil war)9. Libya facing the severest manner of attack and major number of 

sufferers. With conflicts to rising number in deaths of thousands and thousands of children and 

many more going on to the displacement rate were interconnected as international and regional 

and were involved as great powers. Many times, during the conflicts and rising tensions 

between United States (and its gulf allies) and Iran; it was escalated into a much more serious 

interstate military conflict with the superpowers involved and numerous non- state actors 

turning things into protests unrevealing in Iraq, Jordan, Morocco, Lebanon, Algeria, Egypt, 

Iran , Tunisia and the Palestinian Territories where children are lacking the facilities of proper 

education and health care and are more bare to different forms of violence10. There are some 

ultimate and brutal perpetrators with a history of more than 5 years as listed by the UN Security 

General that can found in above listed and listed below countries: 

1. In Afganistan:- the Taliban Forces including the JamatSunat al- DawaSalafia, Tora 

Bora etc. 

2. In the Central African Republic: In the Democratic Republic of Congo, Uganda, Lord’s 

Resistance Army. 

3. In Chad: The National Army of Chad11. 

4. In Somalia: In AL-Shabaaba and the Somali National Armed Forces. 

 
9https://www.sipri.org/yearbook/2020/06#:~:text=There%20were%20seven%20countries%20with,civil%20war)

%2C%20 Syria%20(major  
10 Gudrun Ostby, Siri As Rustad et.al., “Children Affected by Armed Conflict,1990-2019”, Oslo:PRIO(2020). 
11https://www.sipri.org/yearbook/2020/07 
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5. In South Sudan:- The Sudan People’s Liberation Army. 

VII. THE SHORTCOMINGS AND THE PREVENTIONS TAKEN BY THE INTERNATIONAL 

ORGANIZATIONS 

The COVID times have expanded the danger of kids getting helpless and the appropriate 

reintegration to be apportioned. The most recent assault in Kabul, Afganistan was significantly 

coordinated towards the young ladies and their families who have pushed forward and sent 

their young ladies to class for training and development nonetheless, making the inclination of 

having a legitimate and profound viewpoint over the circumstance as it is young lady's 

schooling and appropriate development that is frequently disregarded and dismissed because 

of reasons like social and monetary reasons and now the security getting one of them. With an 

ascent in comprehended circumstances the anticipated and reintegrating subsidizing should 

appear to be an intense assignment as UNICEF reports expresses that more than 55,000 young 

ladies and young men were worldwide delivered fromsuch outfitted constrained gatherings 

however just, 42,000 had the option to get the assistance from such reintegrating plans and 

gatherings.  

The International Organizations for Peace Keeping and Humanitarian Law have coordinated 

the strategy of "Save the Children" which pays special mind to delineating the kids' living in 

such tangled zones. As per International Program Uppasala Conflict Data Program there have 

been 25 fight related passings in only one schedule year. Over the new past years there have 

been an enormous ascent in the quantity of youngsters living in influenced regions 

approximately up to 100 million which is because of the explanation that different little nations, 

for example, Liberia, Peru and Honduras are confronting low-level struggle burdened zones.  

It's anything but the span and force of being presented to the boorish demonstration of clashed 

zone that basically decide the manageability of the injury that will be experienced by the kids 

such tangled zone. Regardless of whether the time span was short or long it would will in 

general leave a profound scar on the psyche of such youthful and honest lives. As per the reports 

of, Peace Research Organization, Oslo in excess of 55 million were youngsters who had seen 

clashes for a time of over 10 years, around 16 million saw and made due in a contention 

influenced zone for a time of 18 years (nearly his developing years). Africa being the district 

seeing most noteworthy number of contention influenced youngsters remaining at 18 crores of 

such kids. According to the reports states before Africa it was Asia that was driving in such 

measurements since 2018 and 2019 being the year giving the two locales have an augmenting 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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hole in the midst of such rate.12 In spite of the fact that the nations with the tangled zones have 

stayed stable while the youngsters influenced through struggle zones have yet been on a 

disturbing stage given the most rising circumstance in Middle East: Afganistan, Syria and 

Somalia of East Africa with the assaults made by ISIS and different other dread platforms. 

Despite the fact that with different difference in the quantities of kids living in such clash zones 

yet it has certainly seen an enormous jump after the hours of Cold War. 

Under worldwide philanthropic law, the States gatherings to the settlements do not just bear 

the commitment 'to regard' the arrangements of securing youngsters at the point when become 

involved with struggle. They likewise need to 'guarantee regard' or not to support the 

infringement submitted by different individuals and to 'apply their impact, to the degree 

conceivable, to stop violations'. It is the worldwide compassionate law that laid preparation for 

associations like the ICRC to complete exercises in regard of the insurance allowed for kids 

under this law just as for other global law branches, particularly worldwide criminal law. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Thus, for resolving out such conditions firstly, it’s important for every influential person to 

step up and illustrate this issue as a global concern and lead out campaigns on psychological 

viewpoint for giving such youngsters a solid and secured brain to fill in by giving appropriate 

and reasonable reintegration programs like United Nation's Global Coalition for reintegration 

of Child Soldiers and camps to such young men and young ladies who have seen most 

noticeably awful type of savagery as their principal right to recuperation, mend, flourish and 

development. NGO'S whether nearby or public who work on the point of giving such front - 

line part in executing such projects ought to be straightforwardly and fundamentally be helped 

and financed by the global associations hence establishing a defensive climate for their families 

and local area to develop. Local area drove reintegration projects ought to be carried out to 

break the chain of viciousness and recruitment. The quantity of infringement of youngster 

rights with regards to furnished struggles is critical and until the conflict reaches a conclusion, 

those infringement would not see the completion light. With the endeavours of global local 

area to limit and in the long run end those infringement, worldwide law gives a firm legitimate 

structure to ensure this weak gathering, from the branch law to secure basic freedom in general 

to the branch to manage conducts from struggle parties or to indict violators. Nonetheless, 

outfitted contentions make precariousness and turmoil which make the confirmation of 

youngster rights as well as common liberties optional worry of contention influenced states. In 

 
12https://www.sipri.org/yearbook/2020/07 
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this manner, it requires the assistance of worldwide local area like between legislative or non-

administrative associations. Besides, The International Organizations and harmony keeping 

gatherings to start together some solid and great harmony keeping activities in such profoundly 

tangled regions. In any case, of their inclusion in the term when they were and how they were 

selected, Children's Associated with Armed Forces and Groups would be a piece of the 

(CAAFAG) and hence would be entitled as casualties. The United Nations ought to accomplish 

the widespread confirmation and should execute the Optional Protocol to the Convention o the 

Rights of the Child on the contribution of Children in Armed Conflicts. (OPAC) and 

furthermore, to build out some exacting Actions Plans which includes psychological backing 

or instruction and professional preparing ought to be released altogether between the United 

Nations and those gatherings as recorded under the Security General's Annual Report on 

Children and Armed Conflict for selecting and utilizing kids as laborers. Thirdly, laws and 

disciplines ought to be planned all the more rigorously with tenable assents against the outfitted 

gatherings which produce such grave infringement against youngsters. Furthermore, finally, 

work with the guide to such clash influenced nations to expand the medical care framework 

and remake the foundation that would engage the children. 

***** 
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